Abstract. SECTET is an extensible framework for the model-driven realization of security-critical, inter-organizational workflows. The framework is based on a methodology that focuses on the correct implementation of securityrequirements and consists of a suite of tools that facilitates the cost-efficient realization and management of decentralized, security-critical workflows. After giving a description of the framework, we show how it can be adapted to incorporate advanced security patterns like the Qualified Signature, which implements a legal requirement specific to e-government. It extends the concept of digital signature by requiring that the signatory be a natural person.
Introduction
SECTET is a framework for the high-level development and management of securitycritical, inter-organizational workflows based on Web services. The framework supports business partners during the design, the realization and the management of a common Global Workflow -a decentralized collaboration between actors across domain boundaries [1] . Realizing the paradigm of Model Driven Security [2] , the framework targets the correct technical implementation of business-level securitypatterns which are integrated at the abstract level into the specification of the Global Workflow.
A Global Workflow specifies the message flow between partners in a distributed environment with no central control, by means of UML 2.0 diagrams. The models of this virtual process are translated into executable configuration files for Workflow Management Systems (WFMS) and security components of target architectures located at every partner's node based on XML and Web services standards and technologies [3] . A target architecture encapsulates a set of core Web services, which may access back-end services, orchestrates them through a WFMS, and guards them by imposing specified security policies to inbound and outbound service calls.
In this paper we present the core components of our framework and illustrate the main concepts of our methodology for the systematic design and realization of security-critical inter-organizational workflows with a portion of a workflow-scenario drawn from e-government. We additionally show how the framework can be adapted to incorporate advanced security patterns like the Qualified Signature, which extends the concept of digital signature by requiring a natural person to sign [4] . Section 2 sketches the technical background of our framework and refers to related this approach focuses exclusively on business logic, whereas we concentrate on interorganizational workflow management.
The SECTET -Framework
In this section we introduce the conceptual foundation (3.1), we then present the components of the SECTET Framework (3.2) and finally show how the framework is applied to a real-life case study, by modeling a Global Workflow that complies to three basic security requirements of the concept Secure Document Flow (3.3).
Conceptual Framework

Global and Local Workflows
We define a Global Workflow as a network of partners cooperating in a controlled way by calling services and exchanging documents. In order to guarantee loose coupling and design autonomy at the local level without compromising interoperability, we make the assumption that there is no central control of the interorganizational workflow. This means that there is no central Workflow Management System (WfMS) or document repository.
The Global Workflow can be thought of as virtual process that emerges through peer-to-peer interaction of executable Local Workflows, which traditionally are located in different domains. Through their collaboration they exactly realize the behavior as specified in the Global Workflow. This kind of decentralized application is especially suited to scenarios where central management is not desirable, may it be for social, political or competitive reasons (e.g., public procurement, e-government).
In contrast to the Global Workflow, a Local Workflow is executed on a WfMS. This kind of process accesses back-end functionality by calling local services and orchestrates these services according to some workflow logic. In our approach we focus on the Global Workflow and assume that partners already have implemented the application functionality they agreed to contribute to the Global Workflow.
3.1.2
Model Views Our approach is based on two orthogonal views: the Interface View and the Workflow View. The latter is further divided into the Global Workflow Model (GWfM) specifying the message exchange between cooperating partners, and the Local Workflow Model (LWfM) that describes the application and the workflow logic which is local to each partner. The Interface View describes the interface of every partner independently of the components' usage scenario. The application of orthogonal perspectives allows us to combine the components that provide the services, into various global Workflows, each one realizing a particular usage scenario.
3.1.3
Interface View The Interface View represents the contractual agreement between the parties to provide a set of services. It specifies the minimum set of technical and domain level constraints and thereby links the GWfM to the LWfM. It describes the interface of every partner's services independently of their usage scenario and consists of four sub-models:
The Document Model is a UML class diagram that describes the data type view of the partner. We talk of documents because we do not interpret this class diagram in the usual object oriented setting but in the context of XML schema. The Interface Model contains a set of abstract (UML-) operations representing services the component offers to its clients. The types of the parameters are either basic types or classes in the Document Model. Additionally, pre-and post-conditions (in OCL style) may specify the behaviour of the abstract services. The Role Model describes the roles having access to the services and finally the Access Model describes the conditions under which a certain role has the permission to call a service. The permissions are written in SECTET-PL [27] in a predicative style over the structures of the Document Model. We provide an in-depth view on model dependencies in [5] .
In most cases, when parties agree to realize a Global Workflow, the Interface View or some of its sub-models already exist as parties may already make some of there services accessible to the outside world. Very often the Document Model, which corresponds to the information model and the Interface Model, consisting of method signatures already exist.
Security in Global Workflows
The security requirements are modeled at the design level and integrated as security patterns into the models of the Workflow and the Interface View. They are then translated into executable security components or configuration artifacts for target architectures. Our framework currently supports the following security patterns:
A. Secure Document Flow (Module SECTINO). This pattern allows the specification of a secure document exchange satisfying "End-to-End Security", which means that the requirements are satisfied even in case of being routed via intermediaries. Documents or parts can be qualified with the requirement of confidentiality, which is implemented with the help of public key encryption, Integrity, which means a kind of system signature or non-repudiation of sender or receiver, which triggers signaling at the protocol layer through the exchange of signed timestamps.
B. Context Dependent Access Constraints (Module SECTET-PL).
We specify conditions under which a specific role has the right to access services in the Access Model with the help of an extended OCL-style predicate logic [27] . The right to call an operation of a specific Web service may depend either on the caller's role or on parameters that may depend on the system's environment (e.g., time, IP-Address etc.) or that are sent together with the service call.
C. Application Domain Specific Security (Module SECTET-Extensions).
Many scenarios have to integrate complex security patterns that satisfy complex legal or business-driven requirements. In most cases they are based on the basic requirements of confidentiality, integrity or non-repudiation. The Qualified Signature is an egovernment specific requirement that extends the concept of the system signature, which is used to guarantee integrity to a legal entity (e.g., a citizen). In public procurement anonymity of bidders is guaranteed by a specific security protocol and in most cases requires a trusted third party.
SECTET-Framework Components
Modelling Component
The modeling component comprises a set of tools that supports the collaborative modeling of the Global Workflow and its security-requirements at the application domain level in a platform independent context. According to OMG's paradigm of Model Driven Architectures (MDA) we specify three levels of abstraction (Fig. 1a) :
The Platform Independent Model (PIM) captures the domain level knowledge and abstracts from implementation details of the target architecture in two respects. The global process is defined independently of platform technology at partner nodes (J2EE, DotNet, Corba etc.) and independently of workflow standards like BPEL or BPSS that may be used to implement local workflow logic. We model the Global Workflow using UML 2.0 activity diagrams. Security requirements are integrated as constraints associated to object nodes, which act as a logical container for documents flowing from partner to partner. Documents and interface signatures are modeled as class diagrams in the Document and the Interface Model respectively.
The Platform Specific Model (PSM) describes the system on its intended platform (e.g. BPEL4WS) by integrating platform specific syntax and semantics. Parts of the global workflow logic are translated into executable stubs in a specific workflow standard for WfMS at partner nodes. The translation component (Sect. 4.2) generates the interfaces of the Local Workflows that are accessed by the Global Workflow.
The Implementation Specific Model (ISM) represents the reference architecture that acts as the runtime environment at local partner nodes. Currently our framework targets a Web services based reference architecture.
Applying the MDA approach means the transformation of a PIM into a PSM and / or an ISM. We extend the MDA approach towards Model Driven Security in the sense that we integrate security requirements at the abstract level into the PIM. The PIM and the PSM are mapped onto each other and finally translated into configuration artefacts for the runtime environment. 
Reference Architecture
The target architecture as depicted in Figure 1 represents the runtime environment for the Local Workflow and its back-end services at the partner node. The architecture is based on the data-flow model of XACML [15] . The components implement a set of XML-and Web services Technologies and standards.
Workflow Component. A workflow engine (1), based on an XML-based Workflow Language like BPEL orchestrates the sequence of local Web services (2) calls as specified in the LWfM. The engine bundles the services to a composition that may be offered to a service of its own. As described above, Global and Local Workflows are modeled in the PIM and PSM as UML 2.0 diagrams and translated into runtime artifacts (BPEL files for the Workflow Engine, WSDL-Files for Web services description) for the target architectures.
Workflow Security. The workflow engine and the Web services in the back-end are wrapped by security components. So-called Policy Enforcement Points (PEP) act as security gateways. We differentiate between the external (3) and the internal PEP (11) . The external PEP is the single point of entry into the domain. He is in charge of implementing requirements related to message integrity, confidentiality and nonrepudiation for all external communication. To this end, it checks the correct signatures and decrypts incoming requests or response. Correspondingly, the gateway signs outgoing requests or responses and encrypts them as specified in the global workflow model. Both, the security gateway and the workflow engine implement the requirements by configuration. The configuration data is generated from the respective models views. After receiving a service request the PEP authenticates the caller with support of the Authentication and Role Mapping Unit (6), checks the compliance of the incoming message according to signed and encrypted elements (5) and finally queries the Policy Decision Point (PDP) (4) for access rights. After successful completion of these three steps, the PEP forwards the request to the workflow engine (1) which then performs the service orchestration. Optionally, an internal PEP, that merely acts as a role mapping unit may map the caller's global role to some internal role representation required by the back-end applications.
Model Transformation and Code Generation Component This component has three tasks:
A. Mapping Global to Local Workflows. Those parts of the GWfM that correspond to interfaces that local process nodes should implement are translated into stubs of executable process code. In our case study the partners imported the stubs into Oracle's Process Manager [28] and added service calls to back end functionality.
B. Generation of Security Artefacts. The security requirements in the PIM are translated into configuration artefacts for the target architectures. We made the assumption that every partner wrapped his local node with the security components specified in the reference architecture.
C. Import and Export of Global Workflows. A choreography which was specified in a wide-spread standard like WS-CDL or BPSS can be imported into the framework [29] . The intention is the representation of a global workflow with a standard that is completely independent of the technical platform. WS-CDL is only suited to representation of choreographies, that were designed to run on a Web services based platform. The same can be said about BPSS and ebXML.
Scenario
The example captures an inter-organizational process in e-government. It is drawn from a case that was elaborated within the project SECTINO [5] . The project's vision was defined as the development of a framework supporting the systematic realization of e-government related workflows.
The workflow "Municipal Tax Collection" describes a Web services based interaction between three participants: a tax-payer (the Client), a business agent (the Tax Advisor) and a public service provider (the Municipality). In Austria, wages paid to employees of an enterprise are subject to the municipal tax. According to the traditional process, corporations have to send an annual statement via their tax advisor to the municipality. The latter is responsible for collecting the tax. It checks the declaration of the annual statement calculates the tax duties and returns a tax assessment notice to the tax advisor. In our case the stakeholders in this public administration process agreed to implement a new online service, which enables citizens and companies to submit their annual tax statements via internet. Due to legal considerations, the process had to be realized in a peer-to-peer fashion and should integrate security requirements like integrity, confidentiality and non-repudiation and ultimately advanced security patterns like the Qualified Signature.
3.3.1
Modelling the Global Process A. Integrity: All exchanged documents have to be signed by the sending party with a "System Signature" when leaving the domain boundaries in order to guarantee message integrity.
B. Confidentiality:
The annual income and the clientId of the annual statement and the tax notification are confidential, and should only be readable to the Municipality C. Non-repudiation: Receipt of the annual statement and the notification must not be deniable.
Modeling the global process requires two steps. In a first step the partners had to agree on a global process scenario they wanted to implement. Table 1 informally summarizes the Global Workflow. The partners identified three roles (Client, Tax Advisor and Municipality), four interactions (steps 1, 3, 5 and 7) and four documents flowing between the partners (annual statement, processed annual statement, notification and information). Figure 2 shows the result of step 2: the Global Workflow is specified as a UML 2.0 activity diagram. It describes the collaboration of the three roles in terms of the interactions in which the participating parties engage. Model information is confined to "observable behaviour", corresponding to the message flow between the participants, the interaction logic and the control flow between the elementary actions. The graphical representation of the Global Workflow as a UML 2.0 activity diagram allows formalizing the process description in a very intuitive way.
3.3.2
The Transformation Process The first part of the translation process generates those parts of the Local Workflow Model which represent the interfaces to the GWfM (e.g., the Interaction-Activities receiveAnnualStatement and SendProcessedAS) for every partner-role (Fig. 3a) . Those partners who are assigned a specific role in the GWfM take the BPEL code stubs, import them in the BPEL design tool of their choice (e.g., [28] ) and complement service calls to back-end application. The models can then be translated into BPEL and WSDL files for the workflow engine with existing tools (e.g., [30] ).
<process name="Sectino_TaxAdvisor_LWfM"> <partnerLinks> <partnerLink name="MS_Provider" partnerLinkType="Municipality_LWfM" partnerRole="Municipality_LWfM"/> <partnerLink name="TS_Provider" partnerLinkType="TaxAdvisor_LWfM" partnerRole="TaxAdvisor_LWfMRequester" myRole="TaxAdvisor_LWfMProvider"/> </partnerLinks> <variables> <variable name="input" messageType="AnnualStatement"/> <variable name="output" messageType="Confirmation"/> <variable name="input_MU" messageType="ProcessedAS"/> <variable name="output_MU" messageType="Notification"/> </variables> <sequence name="main"> <receive name="receiveInput" partnerLink="TS_Provider" portType=" TaxAdvisor_LWfM Security Components. The second part generates the configuration files for the security components in the architecture (Fig. 3b) . The security requirements in the constraint box in GWfM (Fig. 2) are translated into an XACML file stored in the Policy-Repository (7) and loaded into the PCE (5) at runtime in order to determine the compliance of inbound messages and to identify security mechanisms to be applied to outbound messages. Figure 4b) shows how the security requirements are translated into a configuration file for the role TaxAdvisor. Figure 4 shows the dependency between the security requirements in the GWfM and the Document-Model of the Interface View. 
Framework Extensions
In many e-government applications a technical signature is not sufficient. In our case, the partners additionally specified that the notification sent by the Municipality have to be signed personally by at least two clerks (which corresponds to a "Qualified Signature" according to the Austrian E-Government Law [4] ). In this section we show how the framework is extended to incorporate this domain specific security requirement. Specifically we show how the new requirement is integrated into the meta-model of the PIM (4.1), how it is visualized in the PIM and how it is realized in the Target Architecture (4.2). We close the section with a brief conclusion (4.3).
Platform Independent Model -The Meta-model Integration
The requirement is expressed as an OCL expression associated to the Document Model of the Interface View. The meta-model of SECTINO-UML has been extended to fit this new requirement. DocumentSecurityRequirements (Fig. 5 ) was added as a new class of security requirements. It links a DocumentType to a LocalRole. A LocalRole inherits from a DomainRole which represents an actor in the GWfM. The hierarchy of local roles is opaque to the Global Workflow. We decided to make the security requirement a category of its own instead of associating it to, because the category WorkflowSecurityRequirements refers to security related to the Global Workflow, whereas the Qualified Signature by its very nature is a requirement that must be associated of the Local Workflow as -for example -it requires LocalRoles to sign a document. Figure 6 shows how the security requirement -namely that the Notification has to be signed twice -is represented at PIM-level (once by the LocalRole SeniorClerk and once by a ClericalAssistant). The requirement Qualified Signature in the Document Model is translated into a corresponding entry into the XACML policy file (Figure 3b ) and is implemented through an additional component in the Reference Architecture. In case of an appropriate requirement for an outbound message, the PEP buffers the message, identifies, notifies authenticates the signatory and lets him sign the message via an applet popping up in his work-place. 
Platform Independent Model and Reference Architecture
Conclusion
SECTET implements a comprehensive approach for the model-driven realization and management of inter-organizational workflows. Future work has to be done in several directions. The set of supported security requirements has to be extended (e.g., rights delegation). Additionally, we are currently implementing a testing environment and working out requirements for efficient change management of inter-organizational workflows. Positive results in pilot applications with industrial partners encourage us to further steps.
